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ABSTRACT
State of the art query categorization methods usually exploit web search services to retrieve the best matching web documents and map them to a given taxonomy of categories. This is effective but impractical when one does not own a web corpus and has to use a third-party web search engine API. The problem lies in performance and in financial costs. In this paper, we present a novel, fast and scalable approach to categorization of search queries based on a limited intermediate corpus: we use Wikipedia as the knowledge base. The proposed solution relies on two steps: first a query is mapped to the relevant Wikipedia pages; second, the retrieved documents are categorized into a given taxonomy. We approach the first challenge as an entity search problem and present a new document categorization approach for the second step. On a standard data set, our approach achieves results comparable to the state-of-the-art approaches while maintaining high performance and scalability.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]; H.3.1 [Content Analysis and Indexing]; H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]
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1. INTRODUCTION
Query categorization (QC), or query classification, is a task of identifying user search intent based on a submitted query and mapping it to predefined categories. Query categorization can be used for several applications; the most notable one is, probably, online advertising. In the online advertising domain, the QC can help capture user interests and improve user modeling, which in turn can lead to an increase in precision of user targeting with ads relevant to their interests and needs. The motivation for this work came from the domain of search retargeting, a form of targeted advertising where the audiences are modeled based on the search queries users conduct on websites they visit. By modeling user interests, the query retargeting has the ability to find new customers, who never visited a marketer’s website before. Search retargeting focuses on displaying advertisements to users who conducted searches for specific keywords or categories in the past. For this domain, QC is the essential technique for user modeling and better user targeting.

The task of query categorization is quite intricate. One has to map a short string, representing a query, to another short string, representing a category, while the two strings usually have only marginal lexical similarity or none at all. For this reason, the common approach is to extend both queries and the categories by gathering additional information, richer in textual content. The richer textual representations are then compared. The most popular method to gather additional data for queries is to retrieve results of a web search engine yields for the given query. The documents and, possibly, categories retrieved by the web search are then compared with representations of target categories. When one does not own a large web crawler covering a significant part of the web (an asset only a few organizations have), the only option is to use an API of a web search product. This approach is impractical due to the financial costs and for performance reasons.

Meanwhile, companies focusing on search retargeting gather large numbers of user-generated queries that need to be categorized, on the order of thousands of queries per second. This challenge really needs a scalable and fast approach independent of a web search engine API. The research question we try to address is whether we can use a relatively small (compared to a web corpus), off-line corpus as a means of information extension and still retain results competitive with the methods relying on the Web as a corpus. Wikipedia is suitable as the intermediate corpus because it is relatively small (under 40 GB of text) and has a very broad coverage. The proposed solution relies on two steps:

1. Extend search query with information from Wikipedia.
2. Map extended query data to pre-defined categories.
We approach the first task, the query extension, as an entity search problem. A search query is mapped to Wikipedia pages and then results are enriched with data from semantic knowledge bases DBPedia and Freebase. These pages are then classified based on the given taxonomy.

Main contributions of the paper are following:

- We propose a query categorization approach that uses limited data resources and is scalable, while achieving quality of results competitive with state-of-the-art approaches that use the entire web as a corpus for information extension.
- We approach the challenge of the query information extension as an entity modeling and search problem. This part is not in the scope of this paper and is covered in the write-up [6] from the ERD challenge focusing on entity recognition in search queries, where we participated and achieved high scores.
- We propose a text classification method, which defines categories by representative n-grams with scores. N-grams are derived by reusing human knowledge encoded in Wikipedia articles using the Wikipedia link graph. Subsequently we are using a simple N-gram matching technique to categorize text.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summarizes scholarly works related to the search query categorization task. We outline the proposed solution in Section 3. Details from query and corpus modeling are covered in [6] and we give a short overview in Section 4. The novel document categorization and its impact on query categorization is the main part of the paper and is described in Section 5, where we study the effects of different options of the categorization process on the end-to-end results quality. We evaluate the scalability of the proposed solution in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

Most of related scholarly works were triggered by the ACM KDDCUP 2005 competition¹, which was focused on query categorization. The goal of the challenge was to categorize provided queries into 67 categories, organized as a two-level taxonomy². A subset of 800 queries was manually categorized by three human labelers, providing a test set for the task evaluation. It is worth mentioning the findings reported in [10], where each labeler was evaluated against the other two labelers, which showed that average value was 50.9% F₁ and 52.6% Precision. This indicates that QC is a hard task for humans as well, thus results achieved with automated systems can hardly be better.

The winning solution of the KDDCUP 2005, by Shen et al [9], achieved 41.4% precision and 44.4% F₁ score. The same authors later improved the method in [10] achieving 43% precision and 46.1% F₁ score in the best run. This is currently the best known result on the 2005 KDDCUP data set, using search engine, intermediate taxonomies and SVM-based classification. Similar results, with 46% of F₁, are reported in [2] using queries logs from a web search engine and documents retrieved by the web search. All of these best-performing solutions use the entire Web as a corpus via a search engine or search engine logs. Such an approach can work well for web search companies, who have a web search engine at hand. Unfortunately, it is slow and costly when using a web search engine over a paid API. Another recent work [11] claims significant improvements over existing approaches, using an interesting approach of learning from Dmoz categories. On the KDD CUP dataset it achieves high Precision of 59.5% but with a very low F₁ of 33.1%. Again the entire web was used as corpus for query categorization. All these approaches focus on mapping retrieved documents to categories treating it as a text categorization problem via machine learning, intermediate taxonomies or document classification, but leave query modeling, which is a large part of the query categorization task, up to web search engine.

Several works modeled queries using Wikipedia. In [4], Wikipedia data (text, link graph) are used to model user’s query intent. However, the query intent is evaluated only on 3 categories, achieving quite high scores running in binary mode, where the algorithm decides if a query falls in a category or not. It is not clear how it would behave on a larger taxonomy. Another work [5] uses Wikipedia as a corpus for the query categorization task, utilizing the information retrieval approach based on a vector space model, but the method achieved only 32.2% F₁ on KDDCUP data.

3. QUERY CATEGORIZATION USING INTERMEDIATE CORPUS

Our hypothesis was that a large number of the queries can be answered to some extent by Wikipedia to get an understanding of query categories. There are, of course, queries not covered by the Wikipedia content, e.g., some company or product names. We have considered other data sources such as Freebase and DBPedia. We use semantic information from both knowledge bases to enrich Wikipedia concepts. Namely, we exploit Freebase and DBPedia types (ontological hierarchy of categories) associated with concepts.

Our solution relies on two high level steps:

1. We extend the query with the information from Wikipedia corpus, by mapping the query to relevant Wikipedia concepts.
2. We map Wikipedia concepts associated with the query to items in the taxonomy.

For the first step, the extension of query information, we took inspiration from scholarly works on entity search and we treat the challenge as an entity search problem and we successfully turned queries to Wikipedia entities by participating in the 2014 Entity Recognition and Disambiguation Challenge³. We have participated in the Short Track of the challenge, which focused on recognizing mentions of entities in search queries, disambiguating them, and mapping them to the entities in a given knowledge base. In the ERD, our system was evaluated as the 4th best, with an F1 score of 65.57⁴. Recognizing Wikipedia concepts in queries is a first step of our QC solution.

The second step of the approach is concerned with mapping Wikipedia concepts associated with a query to target categories. Each category in the input data set is repre-

²In practice, our taxonomy is based on several publicly available taxonomies (e.g., IAB), adapted to the business needs of search retargeting (i.e., who we want to advertise to) as well as the actual query distribution (i.e., we tried to avoid empty and overly abundant categories), which resulted in just over 400 categories organized in 3 levels. The experiments in this paper, however, use the KDD taxonomy.
³http://web-ngram.research.microsoft.com/erd2014/
⁴http://tinyurl.com/ShortTrackERD14
sented by a short string with very limited information content. Thus, we extend category strings with information from the Wikipedia. For each category, we select several representative Wikipedia pages related to the given category. Having enriched query and categories with Wikipedia documents, we basically need to solve a document categorization problem. We have evaluated multiple techniques, including tf-idf similarity, LSI [8] and a gazetteer-based classification. We discuss the second step in detail in Section 5.

4. MODELING QUERY WITH CORPUS DOCUMENTS

In this section, we briefly describe the process of enriching a query with the data from the intermediate corpus. As already mentioned, we have used Wikipedia instead of the entire Web and we have created an entity search solution based on Wikipedia, Freebase and DBPedia data which is described in [6]. To summarize this approach, we built a search index using the Lucene library, where each document is a Wikipedia article broken into a variety of fields such as title, alternative names, links, abstract, or categories from Wikipedia, Freebase and DBPedia. There are 17 fields used altogether. Each query is searched in the index, and subsequent post-processing is done to eliminate and disambiguate candidates. Post-processing uses Wikipedia link graph and alternative names mapping. For Example, the query “total recall schwarzenegger” is modeled as several Wikipedia documents including two Total Recall movies, and several people with the Schwarzenegger surname, but the final output of the algorithm is Arnold Schwarzenegger7 and Total Recall8 Wikipages, which are then categorized.

In addition to representing queries by Wikipedia entities, which is achieved by our entity search approach [6], we also detect n-grams representing categories directly in queries. The majority of queries misinterpreted by our initial approach are type queries (according to the terminology used in [7]), as they contain terms strongly associated with a category (e.g. “Louisiana state jobs” or “funny videos”). The “type queries” require a different approach, as the standard “entity search” approaches often fail to get the correct results. The type queries state their “type” directly – they contain terms characteristic of a category within the query itself. Those queries are quite easily categorized by using simple matching of keywords characteristic of distinct categories, when good keywords (n-grams) are available. We describe how we generate good n-grams to represent categories in section 5.2.

The impact of detecting n-grams directly in query is shown in Figure 1. To give a concrete example, consider the “total recall movie” query. Here we would simply detect the query category by noticing the “movie” n-gram, which is strongly related to the “Entertainment/Movies” category.

4.1 Algorithm Specification

In this section, we describe the algorithm for combining search result scores of Wikipedia entities representing queries. When “Arnold Schwarzenegger” and “Total Recall” are found for the “total recall schwarzenegger” query, we categorize them and get categories with scores for each Wikipage document, which need to be combined to return the query category. (We combine n-grams in the categorization process the same way).

Given a query q, we search for it in the corpus, producing matching documents D and similarity scores s > 0. Each document D is assigned to categories c with probabilities p. We assign categories to the query as follows.

We start with filtering the set of matching documents for the each query by discarding all the matches which have a similarity score below the square root of the best similarity score to reduce the number of returned documents.

Next, we treat the similarly scores s > 0 as if they were odds and interpret them to mean \( P(R(q, D)) = s/(1 + s) \) where \( P \) is probability and \( R(q, D) \) means that query q is related to the document D.

We also assume that the matching of queries and documents is probabilistically independent from the assignment of documents to categories, therefore

\[
P(A(q, c)) = 1 - \prod_{D} (1 - P(R(q, D))) P(A(D, c))
\]

where \( P(A(x, c)) \) is the probability that entity (query or document) x should be assigned to category c.

Note that adding an extra document, which is either unrelated to q (i.e., \( P(R(q, D)) = 0 \)), or should not be assigned to c (i.e., \( P(A(D, c)) = 0 \)), to the product above does not change the value of the product, so the result is well-defined.

5. DOCUMENT CATEGORIZATION

Our approach relies on modeling a user query with Wikipedia concepts and subsequently classifying text documents associated with given Wikipedia concepts to target categories. For the document classification (DC), we have evaluated several different approaches:

1. classical DC approaches (tf, tf-idf, LSI),
2. DC based on n-grams characteristic for categories,
3. taxonomy bridging (mapping DBPedia and Freebase entity types to target categories.)

5.1 Exploiting vector-based similarities

Document categorization is a well studied field of computer science. We have evaluated several standard methods used in the literature for the document classification task in our problem domain. We have built a vector representation of documents and we have used the cosine similarity to determine the document-to-document similarity. We experimented with a) term frequency (tf) vectors, b) tf-idf vectors, c) topical vectors generated by latent semantic indexing (LSI) [8].

We need to compute a similarity of a given text to a category from a given taxonomy. We have to represent categories by other, richer means than category name. In this work we represent categories by Wikipedia articles. We manually assigned representative Wikipedia articles to distinct categories; we will refer to articles assigned to a category as “category seed documents”. This labor-intensive process can be assisted by exploiting the Wikipedia index search. It is a one-time job (for each taxonomy) and the time required for manual assignment is not prohibitive (e.g. for a taxonomy size similar to the one used in KDD CUP 2005 data set – 67 categories – the job can be done in under two hours). For example, for the Computers/Mobile Computing category we

7http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arnold_Schwarzenegger
8http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Total_Recall
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have assigned the following seed Wikipedia articles: Mobile computing; Smartphone; Mobile phone; Camera phone.

The text of “Wikipedia seed articles” was used as a text representing categories in our experiments with standard categorization methods (tf, tf-idf, LSI). To categorize an input text into a given taxonomy, we first transform the text to its vector representation. Then, we compute the similarity of the text vector to vectors of representative category documents. Categories related to the top-scoring vectors are considered to be the categories related to the input textual content. We have used tf, tf-idf and LSI vectors to represent texts as vectors. We did not directly evaluate the Wikipedia page categorization; rather we measured the effect of different categorization approaches on the overall QC process. With all three evaluated methods, we were achieving results lower than 30% for the F1 score.

5.2 Representing Categories by Keywords

Methods described in the previous section operate on the level of terms, single words. To capture richer information from the input text, we were looking for an option that would exploit term n-grams. We use the term n-gram to denote an ordered sequence of words commonly used together to denote or describe a concept. The underlying idea is that n-grams represent categories much better than single words contained in an n-gram; e.g. presence of 2-grams “real estate” or “human rights” represents particular categories very well, while being very generic when used as single keywords. Additionally, n-grams can be used to detect the category directly from the query. The principal challenge is how to obtain n-grams that are representative for a given category. In our previous work [1], we extracted n-grams from Wikipedia using the indexing and search approach, and categorized documents into DBPedia categories. Here, we propose a new way of extracting n-grams based on Wikipedia link similarity and utilizing them for document categorization. As discussed in the previous subsection, we have manually assigned “seed Wikipedia pages” to all categories, which provided us with a rich textual representation of categories. As discussed in the previous subsection, we have manually assigned “seed Wikipedia pages” to all categories, which provided us with a rich textual representation of categories. Our initial approach was to use existing keyword extraction tools to mine the representative keywords and n-grams directly from the text. However, we were not able to achieve results competitive with methods discussed in the previous subsection.

Instead of extracting representative keywords and n-grams from the text, we have turned to the link-graph of Wikipedia. The link graph represents the structure formed by the hyperlinks between Wikipedia articles. A link usually denotes a relationship between the two linked concepts. In fact, it encodes human knowledge on the relation of the given concept with the rest of the content in the Wikipedia. We have generated the set of concepts related to the seed concepts of a category as follows:

- For a seed article A, we construct a set of concepts s(A) that A links to.
- Based on the DBpedia and Freebase categories, we remove from s(A), all the concepts of the types: Location, Person, Organization and Work (this resulted in fewer n-grams and had none or minor impact on results; additionally, Location-based similarity was misleading).
- For all remaining members of s(A), we compute the cosine similarity with the concept A, where we use

link adjacency as vectors for the computation. The computed value is used as a concept similarity score to the target category.

- We construct a list of pairs < name, score >, where name (n-gram keyword) is the name of the Wikipedia concepts and score is value of its cosine similarity with a seed category concept.
- We extend the list by the alternative names (defined by titles of Wikipedia redirect pages pointing to the concept) of each concept.

An example of a small portion of a list produced for category Computers/Mobile Computing is provided below. The score 1.0 indicates that the concept has been assigned as a seed concept (in this case 4 seed articles have been assigned). The rest of the concepts are derived from the neighborhoods of the seed concepts in the Wikipedia link graph. The score is the value of the cosine similarity of the adjacency vectors. (The example provided below does not contain list extension by alternative names of the concepts.)

Computers/Mobile Computing
Mobile computing 1.0
Mobile phone 1.0
Smartphone 1.0
Camera phone 1.0
Mobile operating system 0.3413
Feature phone 0.2679
Android (operating system) 0.2098
...

In this way, we have generated a list of keywords and n-grams related to different categories. Such an approach allows us to unlock knowledge encoded in Wikipedia to represent categories by meaningful n-grams with probability scores. Based on the produced data set, we have developed a simple classification algorithm, described in the next section.

5.3 Text Classification Procedure

Our classification method consists of applying the algorithm described in section 4.1 to n-grams instead of queries, followed by combining the n-gram categories into the query categories, and then filtering out low probability categories.

5.3.1 Combining Categories

We assign a query to a category if we assign any of its n-grams to the category. This means that, as in (1),

$$P(A(q, c)) = 1 - \prod_{g} (1 - P(A(g, c)))$$ (2)

Observe that if a category cannot be assigned to any n-gram (i.e., \(\forall g P(A(g, c)) = 0\)), then \(P(A(q, c)) = 0\), and if we are certain of an assignment of an n-gram to a category (i.e., \(\exists g P(A(g, c)) = 1\)), then \(P(A(q, c)) \approx 1\).

Note that the same formula (2) is used to combine categories from Freebase and DBpedia with the n-gram categories (see section 5.4).

Implementation Remarks: The approach for n-gram matching is a simple gazetteer-based solution used in information extraction. We have used an implementation based on an in-memory char-tree, where all n-grams were loaded into memory creating an efficient character-tree structure [3]. This allowed us to have linear performance in n-gram detection in text, where we read text representing the Wikipedia article only once, firing detected n-grams and categories represented by a score.
5.4 Mapping different categorization schemes

In addition to n-gram keywords, we have also provided a manual mapping of DBPedia and Freebase categories to KDD categories. For example, we have mapped DBPedia Celebrity or MusicalArtist category into Entertainment/Celebrities category. We have experimented with document categorization also using these mappings alone or in combination with n-gram keyword categorization. Results are combined by applying the same formula (2) as when combining scores of detected n-grams or categories of search results. Experiments are described in the next section.

5.5 Evaluation of Categorization

In this section, we evaluate various categorization algorithms and their settings in the context of the whole QC process. We discuss how different options influenced the quality of results. We summarize results of different tested document categorization approaches in Table 1 and visualize them in Figure 1. In Table 1, the first three columns show cosine similarity of 1) term frequency (TF) vectors, 2) Tf-Idf vectors, and 3) LSI vectors, when applied in our query categorization process (methods described in Section 5.1). Categories were represented as text of relevant Wikipedia articles. With TF vectors, results were quite low; with Tf-Idf we have reached almost 29% for the F₁ score. Surprisingly, the usage of LSI vectors yielded quite low scores as well. The fourth column of Table 1 shows the results of categorizations using the manual mapping of DBPedia and Freebase categories to KDD categories (the method is described in the previous section 5.4). F₁ was almost 31%, which is better than evaluated text categorization techniques. The highest score was achieved when using the n-gram matching technique (with automatically generated keywords and n-grams, process described in Section 5.2). We believe this is mainly because the n-grams were identified based on the human knowledge encoded in the Wikipedia topology.

We have tested suitability of various representations of Wikipedia pages for the categorization task. In Table 1 and Figure 1, we can see evaluation of various n-gram matching settings, where we have tested categorization on the text of whole Wikipedia articles, the first sentence of an article or the article abstract. The best results were achieved with article abstract. Using the whole Wikipedia page text gave us sometimes misleading results. The inclusion of larger content often brings more noise and marginally related topics are often detected. For example, a document about a person might be categorized within the Football category, while the person’s main occupation has nothing to do with football. This can happen just because the Wikipedia article mentions that the person was playing football for the college where he studied. We have tried to use just the first sentence of Wikipedia articles. This approach did not work especially well; the main reason being that often the first sentence contained very little information. This is why we have ended up using Wikipedia abstracts, achieving better results compared to a full article text or just the first sentence. The “type query” approach of the query understanding workflow was turned on in the n-grams abst & type column. The important fact is that the results of the process for generating characteristic n-grams for categories can also be exploited for “type query” of the query understanding workflow. The n-grams abst & type column of Table 1 shows the score where we have used generated category n-grams for document classification and also for the type query mapping (detecting category-related n-grams directly in query). This led to further improvements in the F₁ score. With n-gram categorization techniques we have reached 39.49% of F₁ on the KDD dataset. Since we have also done manual mapping of Freebase and DBPedia categories, we have tested how they can be used in improving categorization results. We have combined the n-gram matching technique with the taxonomy mapping technique. The results are summarized in last columns of Figure 1 and Table 1. We have used DBPedia and Freebase (DB/FB) categories only for a limited number of categories that could not be detected well by the automatically generated n-grams. E.g., n-gram based classification did poorly for identification of the Celebrity category; whereas DBPedia/Freebase categorization was very helpful for this particular category. Similarly, the usage of DBPedia/Freebase categorization yielded very good results for Shopping, Travel and Local & Regional categories.

We have used a mapping limited to a small subset of categories for which the n-gram matching solution performed poorly. With the limited category mapping, we have almost achieved 44% F₁ score. This result is comparable with state-of-the-art approaches that use the whole web as the intermediate corpus. We also provide the data from our experiments and model used on the paper support page\(^8\), to facilitate reproducibility of the experiments.

6. SCALABILITY

The goal of the presented research effort was to provide a query categorization approach that would deliver decent results and would be scalable to process thousands of queries per second.

We tested the speed and scalability of our solution. Evaluation was done on a single machine with the following configuration: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 @ 2.00GHz; 2x6 cores processors; 32GB RAM. We have used the popular

\(^8\)http://ikt.ui.sav.sk/research/QC/

---

Table 1: Evaluation of Solution on Wikipedia index with various approach for Categorization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WikiText</th>
<th>Tf-Idf</th>
<th>CosSim</th>
<th>LSI</th>
<th>DB, n-grams text</th>
<th>n-grams abst. &amp; type</th>
<th>F₁</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>33.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F₁</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Various categorization approaches
Figure 2: QC scalability with multiple threads

In this paper, we describe a fast and scalable method for search query categorization. While the best performing solutions use the entire web as a corpus, we proposed a solution based on simple information retrieval methods using Wikipedia as a corpus for query categorization, and categories represented using scored n-grams. The F1 score of our method is 5.1% lower than the best known approach (43.76% ours; 46.1% the best) but with an 8.4% increase in precision (46.63% - ours; 43% - the best). While web search-based approaches can be applied effectively by several major companies, our approach is fast and scalable with limited data resources.

The main contributions lie in: 1) scalability 2) applying entity search on QC task, where query is modeled by Wikipedia instead of entire web, as well as 3) novel n-gram categorization method, where n-grams are detected based on human knowledge encoded in Wikipedia.

In real settings, we categorize 3 types of searches: natural searches, navigational searches, and page keywords. In Online Advertising, it is important to serve relevant ads and not waste resources or upset users by irrelevant ads. This is why the algorithm is tuned to higher Precision, above 70%, in production, even when reaching lower Recall. Wikipedia does not cover all topics well, but it still contains a huge amount of human knowledge, including well known products and brands. Even when a search contains entities not covered in Wikipedia, the query often contains keywords related to generic Wikipedia concepts or n-grams directly related to category, which can still be categorized well. For under-performing domains the knowledge base can be extended with additional sources. An example of a well-covered domain in Wikipedia is Automotive, where we are able to categorize queries with both Precision and Recall over 90%.
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